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Equipped for Quality
Wallace Carlson Printing [WCP], a leading
paperboard packaging provider, has improved
capital resources to increase its folding carton
production capacity with the addition of Leary
gluing and quality
assurance systems.
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Leary LS-916 Gluing and QA system with Brausse TA 900 folder gluer
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providing highly secure packaging to their customers – a must in the industry they service. The system
utilizes uniquely automated software that eliminates human error, which can impede any gluing process.
This security ensures precise system settings are maintained to deliver the highest product quality possible.
Integration of the Brausse folder gluer and Leary Monet software delivers the quickest make-ready times for
hardware and software setup which ensures production quality and efficiency.
When asked why Charlie Cox chose
a Leary system, he said, “The ease
of operation and intuitive software
to deliver quality exceeds in-field
expectations.” Cox also added that
“compared to other systems which
can be cumbersome to train and
understand, the Leary software is the
easiest to train on – delivering the
fastest setup times.”
The Leary system continues to run
“flawlessly,” utilizing its software
and hardware integration for unique
technologies. The security features
in Monet software maintain system
settings and support glue application
and quality standards.
Cox says that he will, “absolutely hands down,” purchase from Leary again because “choosing a Leary
system ensures that customers receive the highest quality level.” Under the direction of Charlie Cox, Wallace
Carlson Printing will continue to invest in innovative equipment that puts its customers first.

SOLUTION INTEGRATION
•

Leary Array LS-916 Controller

•

Brausse TA 900 folder gluer

•

Wallace Carlson Printing (Minnetonka, MN)
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